Enhance operations and workforce performance
with EY Transformation Platform

What is it?
Being transformative requires planning for the Now, Next and Beyond. A refocus from the historical value drivers of scale, scope and efficiency to a new core of value creation - putting Humans@center, driving Innovation@scale and deploying Technology@speed - keeps organizations nimble and multi-lingual in a rapidly changing world.

How can it help you?
You ask:
In a rapidly changing, environment:
How can I drive change and engage the entire workforce?

You ask:
In a technology-driven world:
How can I capture and identify new technology solutions?

You ask:
With continuous disruption:
How can I continue to innovate ideas from concept to execution?

What is the Transformation Platform?
Powering EY’s Transformation system with a suite of technologies:

Humans @center
Technologies that put humans at the center as you transform your customer and employee experiences.

Technology @speed
Technologies that can be deployed quickly to help your organization transform with agility.

Innovation @scale
Technologies that enable you to innovate across your entire enterprise and business ecosystem.
The Transformation Realized System
Providing two integrated suites for recurring challenges in innovation and transformation journeys

Transformation Realized is EY’s dynamic system to drive transformative change and help our clients harness new core drivers of business value. The system is comprised of five iterative phases: Futures View, Outside-In, Inside-Out, Mobilize and Scale. EY’s transformation approach leverages a full ecosystem of next generation digital tools and delivery methods to bring the full power of Humans@center, Technology@speed and Innovation@scale to life.

TechWatch
Discover valuable insights into the latest technology and innovation trends with this future-facing content platform.

CogniStreamer
Innovate smarter, collaboratively and more securely with this leading innovation management solution.

Embryonic
Gain rich insights by mapping the flow of funds and M&A transactions across market ecosystems.

VentureBuilder
Take your most innovative ideas from concept to execution with this roadmapping platform that supports early stage product development.

Transformation Hub
Maximize and realize value from all types of portfolios with this enterprise wide solution that digitally connects strategy and execution.

Smart Experience
Manage, measure, personalize and improve your customer experiences across their whole journey.

Digital Org
Transform your organization with this insights-rich forecasting, scenario and workforce planning tool.

Change Insights
Use behavioral analytics to personalize and enhance the value of strategic initiatives, transformation projects and transactions.

Learn more about Transformation Platform

- EY Innovation Center Homepage
- How organizations can create a humanized change experience
- How can technology at speed create competitive advantage?
- Where does innovation at scale meet the new S-curve of growth?
- Contact us: sgfinnovation@ey.com
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